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AUGUST/SEPTEMBER
Celebrating Janette Oke’s
Enduring Classic

40th Anniversary Edition

40TH
ANN.
ED.

40TH
ANN.
ED.

T

T

Love Comes Softly,
40th anniversary ed.

Love Comes Softly, 40th anniversary
commemorative ed.

Janette Oke

Janette Oke

he classic that launched modern inspirational fiction reaches its milestone 40th year in print with 1.6 million copies sold. Its new look readies
it to be enjoyed by a new generation of readers.

his deluxe limited edition commemorates the 40th anniversary of one
of Christian fiction’s most iconic—and most loved—novels. Copies are
numbered, signed by the author, and include bonus material.

9 780764 234385

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: August 6
$13.99
978-0-7642-3438-5
trade paper
5½ x 8½
240 pages
Case Quantity: 32

9 780764 234392

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

VITAL INFORMATION

Janette Oke has written dozens of
novels, been awarded the Gold Medallion and Christy Awards, and inﬂuenced
an entire generation of readers and
writers of Christian fiction. Her books
have sold more than 30 million copies
worldwide. She and her husband live
near Calgary in Alberta, Canada.

Available: September 3
$24.99
978-0-7642-3439-2
hardcover
6x9
240 pages
Case Quantity: 20

Category: FICTION / Christian /
Historical
FICTION / Christian / General
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Janette Oke has written dozens of
novels, been awarded the Gold Medallion and Christy Awards, and inﬂuenced
an entire generation of readers and
writers of Christian fiction. Her books
have sold more than 30 million copies
worldwide. She and her husband live
near Calgary in Alberta, Canada.

Category: FICTION / Christian /
Historical
FICTION / Christian / General
Rights: Worldwide

w w w.bethanyhous e.com
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Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

SEPTEMBER

PRAISE FOR BEVERLY LEWIS
“No one does Amish-based inspirationals better than Lewis.”
—Booklist
“Much of the credit [for the growth
of Amish fiction] goes to Beverly
Lewis, a Colorado author who gave
birth to the genre in 1997 with The
Shunning. . . . The book has sold
more than 1 million copies.”
—Associated Press
“Told in her inimitable way, author
Beverly Lewis invites us into the
world of the Amish. . . . Lewis is
considered the tops in the writing of
Amish fiction and for no small reason.
Her stories are believable and well
written. The plots transport readers
into this religious culture that many
find intriguing.”
—Christian Library Journal
“The Plain community in Lancaster
County, Pennsylvania, is the setting of
this uplifting and contemporary Amish
romance from veteran Lewis. . . . With
graceful style and attention to detail,
Lewis (The Atonement) once again
crafts an easy read for first-timers and a
certain favorite for her faithful fans.”
—Publishers Weekly review of The Wish

w w w.bethanyhouse.com
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Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

SEPTEMBER

The Highly Anticipated Sequel from
the #1 Author of Amish Fiction
y Sequel to The Tinderbox
y Destined for bestseller lists in
the CBA and general market
y “Beverly Lewis is the biggest
name in Amish fiction.”
—Newsweek
y Author’s warm, engaging social
media presence and personal
appearances actively support
booksellers

A

s the only daughter, Sylvia Miller of The Tinderbox has always held a special place in her Old
Order family, one Adeline Pelham jeopardizes when she shows up at the Millers’ Hickory Hollow
farm. It isn’t that Adeline means to be a threat, but her very existence is a reminder of the painful secret that has so recently upended the Miller household. And with Sylvia and her mother still struggling
to come to terms with that news, this is a challenging time to welcome an Englisher—especially this
Englisher—into their midst.
Despite the Millers’ unexpected hospitality, Adeline is well aware that she’s treading on Sylvia’s
turf, and she feels guilty about doing so when Sylvia is grappling with issues of her own. Not only is
Sylvia trying to rebuild her trust in her father, but she’s uncertain what to make of her once-promising
engagement to Titus Kauffman, who hasn’t pursued her since she confronted him. Adeline wishes
she could help Sylvia, but she’s not sure that either she or Syliva is ready for that level of closeness in
their relationship.
Can God make something good come out of the mistakes of the past? Or does Adeline’s arrival
mark one too many surprises for the Millers and their Amish community?

The Timepiece
Beverly Lewis

9 780764 233074 9 780764 233258 9 780764 233265

VITAL INFORMATION
Street Date:
September 17
trade paper
$15.99
978-0-7642-3307-4
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
hardcover
$22.99
978-0-7642-3325-8
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 20

large print
$19.99
978-0-7642-3326-5
5½ x 8½
400 pages
Case Quantity: 24
Category: FICTION /
Amish & Mennonite
FICTION / Christian /
General
FICTION / Religious
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Beverly Lewis, born in the
heart of Pennsylvania Dutch
country, has more than 17
million copies of her books in
print. Her stories have been
published in 12 languages
and have regularly appeared
on numerous bestseller
lists, including the New York
© Aimee Christenson
Times and USA Today. Beverly
and her husband, David, live in Colorado Springs,
Colorado, where they enjoy hiking, biking, making
music, and spending time with their family. Learn
more at www.beverlylewis.com.

ALSO AVAILABLE
The Tinderbox
978-0-7642-3283-1
The First Love
978-0-7642-1968-9
The Road Home
978-0-7642-1967-2
The Proving
978-0-7642-1966-5
The Ebb Tide
978-0-7642-1250-5

MERCHANDISING
shelf talker
978-0-7642-3369-2

w w w.bethanyhous e.com
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Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

SEPTEMBER

Delightful Continuation
of Turano’s Latest Series
y Turano balances humor and sweet romance with a
charming cast of characters in a high society setting
y Sparks fly when a lively, fish-out-of-water heroine and a
proper British hero meet in 1880s New York
y “This delightful book is filled with comic characters,
sweet romance, and laugh-out-loud moments.”
—Christian Market on Out of the Ordinary

T

o save her family from financial ruin, Miss Poppy Garrison accepts an
unusual proposition to participate in the New York social season in
exchange for her grandmother settling a family loan that has unexpectedly
come due. Ill-equipped to handle the intricacies of mingling within the
New York Four Hundred, Poppy becomes embroiled in one hilarious fiasco
after another, doomed to suffer a grand societal failure instead of being
deemed the diamond of the first water her grandmother longs for her to
become.
Reginald Blackburn, second son of a duke, has been forced to travel
to America to help his cousin, Charles Wynn, Earl of Lonsdale, find an
American heiress to wed in order to shore up his family estate that is in
desperate need of funds. Reginald himself has no interest in finding an
heiress to marry, but when Poppy’s grandmother asks him to give etiquette
lessons to Poppy, he swiftly discovers he may be in for much more than he
bargained for.

Diamond in the Rough
aMerICan HeIresses #2

Jen Turano

9 780764 231681

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: September 3
$15.99
978-0-7642-3168-1

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Jen Turano is the USA Today
bestselling author of four
historical romance series. She
is a member of ACFW and RWA
and lives in a suburb of Denver,
Colorado. Visit her website at
www.jenturano.com.

trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance / General
FICTION / Romance / Historical / General
Rights: Worldwide

w w w.bethanyhouse.com

ALSO AVAILABLE
AMERICAN HEIRESSES
1 Flights of Fancy
978-0-7642-3167-4
APART FROM THE CROWD
Caught by Surprise
978-0-7642-1796-8

Sara Karam Photography

6

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

SEPTEMBER

This Amish Novella Collection
Captures the Heart of the Season
y Each of these acclaimed authors has seen her solo
Amish fiction appear on bestseller lists

3-IN-1

y The blend of Amish and Christmas tales is a winning
combination readers can’t put down
y All three stories feature a unique holiday recipe perfect
for readers to add to their own Christmas table

A

s the weather grows cold and the nights grow long, the cheer and
warmth of the Christmas season is one thing all readers can find
comfort in. This collection from bestselling Amish fiction novelists Leslie
Gould, Jan Drexler, and Kate Lloyd finds the beating heart at the center
of the holiday and offers three novellas that celebrate family, faith, and
especially the sights and smells of a bustling holiday kitchen.
Leslie Gould tells the story of how, in the wake of a heartbreaking loss,
a young Amish woman finds unexpected comfort and hope in a yearly baking tradition surrounding the local Lancaster Christmas market. Jan Drexler
offers a sweet tale of a shy Amish woman who decides to use her gift for
sweets to woo a local Amish boy with her beloved Christmas cookies. And
Kate Lloyd offers a heartwarming tale of a woman’s unexpected discovery
about the truth of her past, and the warm and welcoming Amish family
table she finds herself invited to on Christmas.

An Amish Christmas
Kitchen, 3-in-1
Leslie Gould, Jan Drexler, and Kate Lloyd

9 780764 233838

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: September 3
$14.99
978-0-7642-3383-8

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Leslie Gould is a #1 bestselling author of numerous
Amish novels, including THE SISTERS OF LANCASTER COUNTY
series. She resides with her family in Oregon. Learn
more at www.lesliegould.com.

trade paper
5½ x 8½
336 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Collections &
Anthologies
FICTION / Amish & Mennonite
FICTION / Holidays
Rights: Worldwide

Jan Drexler brings a unique understanding of
Amish traditions to her writing. She is the author of
several novels including Hannah’s Choice. Jan lives
in South Dakota with her husband. Visit her at
www.jandrexler.com.
Kate Lloyd is the bestselling novelist of the LEGACY OF
LANCASTER TRILOGY and the LANCASTER DISCOVERIES series. A
native of Baltimore, she lives in Seattle, Washington.
Learn more at www.katelloyd.com.

w w w.bethanyhous e.com
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ALSO AVAILABLE
THE SISTERS OF LANCASTER COUNTY
by Leslie Gould
1 A Plain Leaving
978-0-7642-1969-6
2 A Simple Singing
978-0-7642-1970-2
3 A Faithful Gathering
978-0-7642-1971-9
THE AMISH OF WEAVER’S CREEK
by Jan Drexler
1 The Sound of
Distant Thunder
978-0-8007-2931-8

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

SEPTEMBER

PRAISE FOR
ELIZABETH CAMDEN
A Daring Venture
“Elizabeth Camden is in a league of
her own. . . . Clearly defined characters, a vivid setting and fascinating
history are her hallmarks, and she
delivers these to readers once again
in her second Empire State novel.”
—RT Book Reviews
“Christy and RITA Award winner
Camden draws on her expertise as
a research librarian to ground this
dramatic historical romance with
authentic details about the fight for
clean water in New York at the turn of
the 20th century. The lively dialog adds
to the character development and the
narrative’s quick pace.”
—Library Journal
A Dangerous Legacy
“Camden weaves together a delightful
story of intrigue and love against the
backdrop of turn-of-the-century New
York City. . . . Readers will get a thrill
out of reading this lovely historical
romance.”—Publishers Weekly
“As highly interesting as it is
entertaining.”—BookPage Top Pick
To the Farthest Shores
“Camden is the master of historical inspirational romance, and she has delivered
another fascinating read.”
—Booklist
“This well-plotted historical fiction
will keep readers guessing to the
final pages.”—Publishers Weekly

w w w.bethanyhouse.com
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Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

SEPTEMBER

Strong Series Launch from a
Historical Romance Favorite
y With consistent award
recognition and high praise
for each new release, Camden
has made a name for herself in
the historical romance genre
y The drama and romances of
three high-powered siblings
in turn-of-the-century
Washington, DC, make for a
dazzling new series
y Camden’s fascinating,
romantic, and intriguing
historical novels continue to
grow her fan base

G

ray Delacroix has dedicated his life to building his very successful global spice empire, but it has
come at a cost. Resolved to salvage his family before it spirals out of control, he returns to his
ancestral home to save his brother and sister before it’s too late.
As a junior botanist for the Smithsonian, Annabelle Larkin has been charged with the impossible
task of gaining access to the notoriously private Delacroix plant collection. If she fails, she will be out
of a job and the family farm in Kansas will go under. She has no idea that in gaining entrance to the
Delacroix world, she will unwittingly step into a web of dangerous political intrigue far beyond her
experience.
Unable to deny her attraction to the reclusive business tycoon, Annabelle will be forced to choose
between her heart and loyalty to her country. Can Gray and Annabelle find a way through the storm of
scandal without destroying the family Gray is fighting to save?

The
Spice
King
H
G
#1
oPe and

lorY

Elizabeth Camden

9 780764 232114

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: September 3
$15.99
978-0-7642-3211-4
trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Romance / Historical / American
Rights: Worldwide

MERCHANDISING

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Elizabeth Camden is best
known for her historical novels
set in gilded-age America
featuring clever heroines and
richly layered storylines. Before
she was a writer, she was an
academic librarian at some of
the largest and smallest libraries in America, but her favorite
Photo courtesy of
is the continually growing
Ginger Murray Photography
library in her own home. Her novels have won the
RITA and Christy Awards, and she lives in Orlando,
Florida, with her husband, who graciously tolerates
her intimidating stockpile of books. Find her online at
www.elizabethcamden.com.

ALSO AVAILABLE
A Desperate Hope
978-0-7642-3210-7
A Daring Venture
978-0-7642-1882-8
A Dangerous Legacy
978-0-7462-1881-1

shelf talker
978-0-7642-3370-8

w w w.bethanyhous e.com
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Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

OCTOBER

EXCERPT
Ingrid fought against the grip
pulling her toward the furnace. The
raging fire already seared her leg.
And her head. If only she could think
straight, she would get loose and run
far away from this inferno.
A hand gripped her shoulder.
“Miss?”
She fought to wrench free. To back
away from the heat.
No. Let me go.
Now hands held both her shoulders. Why did they keep her here? Her
leg burned as though the ﬂame had
already scorched the skin to ashes.
She was going to die if they didn’t let
her go.
Tiny pellets of ice dotted her face,
at odds with the heat all around her.
Then a hand brushed her brow. Not
like the other hands had gripped her.
This one had a different touch. Light.
Almost soothing. If only they would pull
her away from the heat. Away from the
fire eating through her leg . . . pounding
through her head.
“Sshh.”
Someone whimpered, or maybe that
was her own cry. She pressed into that
soothing hand, letting herself relish the
one touch that eased the agony.

w w w.bethanyhouse.com
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Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

OCTOBER

Romantic Historical Adventure Set
in the Mountains of Montana
yy “I highly recommend Misty
Beller to my readers and
anyone else who is looking
for adventure and romance
set against a historical backdrop.”—Tracie Peterson,
bestselling author of the
Golden Gate Secrets series
yy Stories of faith and romance
in a wilderness setting are
Beller’s trademark and appeal
to her existing fans as well as
the traditional CBA reader
yy For readers of Tracie Peterson,
Janette Oke, Lauraine Snelling,
and Jody Hedlund

I

ngrid Chastain readily agreed to accompany her father to deliver vaccines to a mining town in the
Montana Territory. She never could have anticipated a terrible accident would leave her alone
and badly injured in the wilderness. When rescue comes in the form of a mysterious mountain man
who tends her injuries, she’s hesitant to put her trust in this quiet man who seems to have his own
wounds.
Micah Bradley left his work as a doctor after unintentionally bringing home the smallpox disease
that killed his wife and daughter. But his self-imposed solitude in the wilds of Montana is broken
when he finds Ingrid in desperate need of medical attention, and he’s forced to face his regret and call
on his doctoring skills once again.
Micah can’t help but admire Ingrid’s tenacious determination despite the severity of her injuries,
until he learns the crate she brought contains smallpox vaccines to help quell a nearby outbreak.
With Ingrid dead set on trekking through the mountains to deliver the medicine—with or without his
help—he has no choice but to accompany her. As they set off through the treacherous, snow-covered
Rocky Mountains against all odds, the journey ahead will change their lives more than they could have
known.

Hope’s
Highest
Mountain
H
M
#1
earts of

ontana

Misty M. Beller

9 780764 233463

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: October 1
$14.99
978-0-7642-3346-3
trade paper
5½ x 8½
336 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Romance / Historical / American
Rights: Worldwide

MERCHANDISING
shelf talker
978-0-7642-3371-5

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
After working for 13 years
in the corporate world,
Misty M. Beller is now the
author of fourteen independently
published Christian historical
romance novels. Raised on a
farm in South Carolina, she
combines her love for Christian
fiction and the simpler ranch
life by writing historical novels
that display God’s abundant love through the twists
and turns in the lives of her characters. She lives outside Charlotte, North Carolina, is an active member
of ACFW, and teaches regularly at conferences and
writing groups on effective book marketing. To learn
more, find her online at www.mistymbeller.com.

w w w.bethanyhous e.com
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Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

OCTOBER

PRAISE FOR MARY CONNEALY
“The Accidental Guardian explores
issues of trust, justice, commitment
and faith. The contrast of the unpredictable winter weather and snug,
cozy evenings by the fire is echoed
by the hard work of survival and
discovery of genuine faith through a
salvaged Bible. This story’s enticing
conclusion leaves readers primed for
the next installment.”
—RT Book Reviews Top Pick
“Connealy crafts relatable characters
who will inspire readers with their
love, loyalty, and fortitude, and the
mystery remains intriguing until the
end.”
—Publishers Weekly on Too Far Down
“Connealy spins a sweet love story
within a fast-paced adventure, and she
knows her westerns.”
—Publishers Weekly on Long
Time Gone
“Fans of cowboys and romance will
enjoy this humorous and hopeful tale
set in the Old West.”
—Library Journal on Long Time Gone
“Connealy provides us with another
amazing, fast-paced, suspenseful
read.”—RT Book Reviews on No Way Up
“The first in the series maintains a suspenseful pace as Heath and Sadie and
the Boden brothers try to catch the villain
threatening their future.”
—Christian Market on No Way Up

w w w.bethanyhouse.com
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Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

OCTOBER

Bestselling Author Mary Connealy
Launches a New Historical
Romance Series!
y Connealy has sold more
than half a million books
in her career

J

y Each new series from Mary
Connealy blends romance,
history, enticing western
settings, and rugged cowboys

osephine Nordegren is one of three sisters who grew up nearly wild in southwestern Colorado.
She has the archery skills of Robin Hood and the curiosity of the Little Mermaid, fascinated by
but locked away from the forbidden outside world—a world she’s been raised to believe killed her
parents. When David Warden, a rancher, brings in a herd much too close to the girls’ secret home, her
older sister especially is frightened, but Jo is too interested to stay away.
David’s parents follow soon on his heels, escaping bandits at their ranch. David’s father is wounded
and needs shelter. Josephine and her sisters have the only cabin on the mountain. Do they risk stepping into the world to help those in need? Or do they remain separated but safe in the peaks of Hope
Mountain?

 BrIdeS oF HoPe MoUntaIn oﬀers a
lighthearted mash-up of fairy
tales and Bible stories

Aiming
for#1 Love
B
H
M
rIdes of

oPe

oUntaIn

Mary Connealy

9 780764 232589

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: October 1
$14.99
978-0-7642-3258-9
trade paper
5½ x 8½
320 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Romance / Western
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Mary Connealy writes
“romantic comedies with
cowboys” and is celebrated for
her fun, zany, action-packed
style. She has more than half
a million books in print. She
is the author of the popular
series WILD AT HEART, THE KINCAID
BRIDES, TROUBLE IN TEXAS, LASSOED
Ginger Murray Photography
IN TEXAS, SOPHIE’S DAUGHTERS, and
many other books. Mary lives on a ranch in eastern
Nebraska with her very own romantic cowboy hero.
Learn more at www.maryconnealy.com.

w w w.bethanyhous e.com
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ALSO AVAILABLE
HIGH SIERRA SWEETHEARTS
1 The Accidental Guardian
978-0-7642-1929-0
2 The Reluctant Warrior
978-0-7642-1930-6
3 The Unexpected Champion
978-0-7642-1931-3

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

OCTOBER

PRAISE FOR
TRACIE PETERSON
“This novel is a powerful and historical jump into the . . . amazing ways
God works in the lives of His sheep
for the greater good.”
—Christian Market on
In Places Hidden
“A suspenseful story, balanced by the
levity of supporting characters, this
romantic mystery has an assortment
of surprises in store for the reader.”
—Historical Novels Review on
In Places Hidden
“Bound to attract . . . readers desiring
an uplifting, scripture-based novel
in which faith and prayer are key
elements in the development of both
the plot and the characters.”
—Library Journal on In Places Hidden
“Peterson excels at painting a scene,
bringing alive both the rugged frontier
landscape and the people in conﬂict
over it. . . . This is a powerful completion to an engaging, spiritually sensitive
series.”—Publishers Weekly starred
review for Cherished Mercy
“Peterson writes compelling and accurate historical fiction with strong, likable
characters.”—RT Book Reviews

w w w.bethanyhouse.com
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Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

OCTOBER

The Eagerly Anticipated Conclusion
to a Unique Western Series
y The conclusion to this exciting
series about female wild west
show performers, including
answers to a series-long
mystery
y The author’s passion for
research makes the historical
setting authentic and reveals
surprising details about the
past
y Tracie’s loyal readers
make each of her books a
guaranteed CBA bestseller

E

lla Fleming is on the run from her past and the secrets that could tear her family apart. As a
member of the Brookstone Wild West Extravaganza, a wild west show comprised of all-female
performers, her uncanny talent for trick riding impresses the viewers. Only while performing can she
forget the truth about who she really is—the daughter of a murderer.
Phillip DeShazer blames himself for his father’s death and has done his best to bury his guilt in
work and drink. Realizing he needs something more, he seeks answers and finds support and kindness
from the beautiful Ella Fleming. However, the more she comes to his rescue, the more his guilt grows.
He’s fallen in love with her and feels confident that she returns his feelings, but until he can overcome
the past and let God guide his future, Phillip knows he’s not worthy of Ella’s love.
Uncertain of what will come their way, Ella and Phillip must learn to trust God even when the road
they travel takes them in different directions. Only then can love be a part of their journey.

What
Comes
My Way
B
B
#3
rooKstone

rIdes

Tracie Peterson

9 780764 219047 9 780764 233395 9 780764 233494

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: October 1
trade paper
$15.99
978-0-7642-1904-7
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 32
hardcover
$24.99
978-0-7642-3339-5
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 20

large print
$19.99
978-0-7642-3349-4
5½ x 8½
420 pages
Case Quantity: 24
Category: FICTION /
Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian /
Romance / General
FICTION / Historical /
General
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Tracie Peterson is the bestselling, award-winning author
of more than 100 novels. Tracie
also teaches writing workshops
at a variety of conferences
on subjects such as inspirational romance and historical
research. She and her
family live near Missoula,
Montana. Learn more at
www.traciepeterson.com.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
BROOKSTONE BRIDES
1 When You Are Near
978-0-7642-1902-3
2 Wherever You Go
978-0-7642-1903-0

© Lissa Barber Photography

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

NOVEMBER

New Look for Christy Award–Winning
Romance Author
y “A beautiful story that proves sometimes falling in love
is a matter of faith.”—Lisa Wingate, bestselling author of
Before We Were Yours

REPACK

y Updated look for 2018 Christy Award Book of the Year
author’s debut novel
y “A feisty heroine, romance, and comedy make this
a fabulous debut and Wade an author to follow.”
—Library Journal starred review

K

ate Donovan is burned out on work, worn down by her dating relationships, and in need of an adventure. When her grandmother asks Kate
to accompany her to Redbud, Pennsylvania, to restore the grand old house
she grew up in, Kate jumps at the chance.
Upon her arrival, Kate meets Matt Jarreau, the man hired to renovate
the house. Kate can’t help being drawn by both his good looks and something else she can’t quite put her finger on. He’s clearly wounded, yet Kate
sets her stubborn heart on bringing him out of the dark and back into the
light . . . whether he likes it or not.
When the stilted, uncomfortable interactions between Kate and Matt
slowly shift into something more, is God finally answering the longing of
her heart—or asking her to give up more than she ever dreamed?

My Stubborn Heart
Becky Wade

9 780764 232213

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: November 5
$14.99
978-0-7642-3221-3
trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance / General
FICTION / Romance / Contemporary
FICTION / Christian / General
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Becky Wade is the 2018
Christy Award Book of the Year
winner for True to You. She
is a native of California who
attended Baylor University,
met and married a Texan, and
now lives in Dallas. A favorite
among readers of Christian contemporary romance, Becky has
© Emilie Hendryx of
won three Christy Awards and a
E.A. Creative Photography
Carol Award. Learn more at www.beckywade.com.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
A BRADFORD SISTERS ROMANCE
True to You
978-0-7642-1936-8
Falling for You
978-0-7642-1937-5
Sweet on You
978-0-7642-1938-2

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

NOVEMBER

Whirlwind Conclusion to Hunter’s
Latest Romantic Regency Series
y “RITA Award winner Hunter launches her new HaVen
Manor series with a beautifully crafted tale of love and
faith.”—Booklist on A Search for Refuge
y Will delight Hunter’s readers with a tie to a beloved
character from the HaWtHorne HoUSe series
y “Gripping and heartwarming.”—RT Book Reviews on
A Search for Refuge

I

n early 1800s England, Jess Beauchene has spent most of her life in hiding and always on the move in an effort to leave her past far behind her.
But when she learns the family she thought had died just might be alive
and in danger, she knows her secrets can only stay buried for so long.
Derek Thornbury loves the past, which has led him to become an expert
in history and artifacts. He knows Jess has never liked him, but when she
requests his help deciphering the clues laid out in an old family diary, he
can’t resist the urge to solve the puzzle.
As Jess and Derek race to find the hidden artifact before her family’s
enemies, they learn as much about each other as they do about the past.
But can their search to uncover the truth and set history right lead to a
future together?

A Pursuit of Home
HaVen Manor #3

Kristi Ann Hunter

9 780764 230776

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: November 5
$14.99
978-0-7642-3077-6
trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance / General
FICTION / Romance / Historical / Regency
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Kristi Ann Hunter graduated
from Georgia Tech with a
degree in computer science
but always knew she wanted
to write. Kristi is the author of
the HAWTHORNE HOUSE series and
a 2016 RITA Award winner and
Christy Award finalist. She lives
with her husband and three
children in Georgia. Find her
online at www.kristiannhunter.com.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
HAVEN MANOR
1 A Defense of Honor
978-0-7642-3075-2
2 A Return of Devotion
978-0-7642-3076-9

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

NOVEMBER

A Moving Novel of Redemption
in the Hills of Appalachia
y “Thomas’s characters are incredibly relatable as they . . .
struggle to find and hold on to love.”—Booklist on
The Sound of Rain
y Follows an itinerant preacher called to bring peace
to two feuding families in 1930s West Virginia
y Ideal for readers of Southern fiction and fans of Lisa
Wingate, Silas House, Julie Cantrell, and Wiley Cash

C

olman Harpe works for the C&O in the Appalachian rail town of
Thurmond, West Virginia, but he’d rather be a preacher and lead his
own congregation. When a member of the rival McLean clan guns down
his cousin and the clan matriarch, Serepta McLean, taunts the Harpes
by coming to a tent revival in their territory, Colman chooses peace over
seeking revenge with the rest of his family.
Colman, known for an unnaturally keen sense of hearing, is shocked
when he hears God tell him to preach to the McLeans. A failed attempt
to run away leaves Colman sick and suffering in the last place he wanted
to be—McLean territory. Nursed by herbalist Ivy Gordon—a woman
whose birthmark has made her an outcast—he’s hindered in his calling by
Serepta’s iron grip on the region and his uncle’s desire to break that grip.
But appearances can be deceiving, and he soon learns that the face of evil
doesn’t look like he expected.

When Silence Sings
Sarah Loudin Thomas

9 780764 234002

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: November 5
$15.99
978-0-7642-3400-2
trade paper
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Religious
FICTION / Southern
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Sarah Loudin Thomas is
a fund-raiser for a children’s
ministry who has also written
for Mountain Homes Southern
Style and Now & Then magazines, as well as the Asheville
Citizen-Times. She is the author
of Miracle in a Dry Season,
Until the Harvest, A Tapestry
© Kristen Delliveniri
of Secrets, and The Sound of
Rain. She holds a BA in English from Coastal Carolina
University. She and her husband reside in Asheville,
North Carolina. She can be found online at
www.sarahloudinthomas.com.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
The Sound of Rain
978-0-7642-1961-0
A Tapestry of Secrets
978-0-7642-1227-7

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

NOVEMBER

An Emotional New Novel from
the Author of The Swan House
y “This creative novel is highly descriptive, brimming with
touches of humor, factual Atlanta settings, historical
incidents and well-developed characters.”
—Publishers Weekly on The Swan House
y Author is an international bestseller
y Story is part whodunit, part compelling family drama

H

enry Hughes was hired to kill a well-known author, but the TV news
anchor says she isn’t dead. Henry won’t get paid unless he finishes
the job, and he really needs the money. But how will he get close to Josephine Bourdillon when the hospital is crawling with cops?
Josephine’s 17-year-old daughter, Paige, isn’t sure what’s going on. Her
mom is in a coma, and the police are asking questions. Amid the stress and
emotional upheaval, she wonders why this is happening to her family. Her
mother has received disturbing reader mail in the past, but would someone
really want her dead? And there’s the odd man in the waiting room, whose
young son desperately needs surgery. She wishes she possessed her
mom’s faith, but faith has been ebbing from her life for some time. . . .
Set against the ﬂaming hills of North Carolina, this is the story of two
families struggling with dysfunction and finding that grace is stronger than
anything the mind can imagine.

When I Close My Eyes
Elizabeth Musser

9 780764 234446

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: November 5
$15.99
978-0-7642-3444-6

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Elizabeth Musser, an Atlanta
native, lives and works with
her husband in southern
France. She is the author of ten
novels, including the critically
acclaimed The Swan House.
Visit Elizabeth’s website at
www.elizabethmusser.com.

trade paper
5½ x 8½
400 pages
Case Quantity: 32

ALSO AVAILABLE
The Swan House
978-0-7642-2508-6

Category: FICTION / Christian / General
FICTION / Religious
FICTION / Women
Rights: Worldwide
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Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

NOVEMBER

Acclaimed Author Patrick Carr
Offers an Epic Biblical Novel
y A fast-paced and action-packed journey of the last
of the magi
y Gives a unique look into the true history of the magi—
from the historical underpinnings in Daniel to their
arrival in Bethlehem
y Carr has won numerous awards for his writing and turns
his world-building gifts to a tale that will thrill men and
women

F

ollowing his vision of the coming Messiah, the prophet Daniel creates
a select group of men who will count down the calendar to the arrival
of Israel’s promised king. Centuries later, as the day nears, Myrad, a young
magi acolyte, ﬂees for his life when his adoptive father and others are put
to death by a ruthless Parthian queen.
Having grabbed only a few possessions, Myrad escapes the city, and
searching for a way to hide from the soldiers scouring the trade routes, he
tries to join the caravan of the merchant Walagash. The merchant senses
that Myrad is hiding secrets, but when the young man proves himself
a valuable traveler, an epic journey filled with peril, close escapes, and
dangerous battles begins.
With every day that passes, the calendar creeps closer to the coming
Messiah. And over everything shines the dream of a star that Myrad can’t
forget and the promise that the world will never be the same.

The End of the Magi
Patrick W. Carr

9 780764 234910

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: November 5
$15.99
978-0-7642-3491-0
trade paper
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Historical / Ancient
FICTION / Religious
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Patrick W. Carr is the author
of the acclaimed fantasy series
THE DARKWATER SAGA and THE
STAFF AND THE SWORD. A Cast of
Stones won the 2014 Carol
Award for Speculative Fiction
and the 2014 Clive Staples
Award. The Shock of Night
won the 2016 INSPY Award
for Speculative Fiction. Patrick
teaches high school math and makes his home in
Nashville, Tennessee, with his wife, Mary, and their
four sons. Learn more at www.patrickwcarr.com.
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Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

NOVEMBER

Top Historical Romance Authors Offer
Novellas about the Harvey Girls
y These beloved historical romance authors have
combined sales of over 1.5 million copies

4-IN-1

y Explores the fascinating history of the Harvey Girls, adventure and independence-seeking young women who
worked in hotels throughout the country
y Each novella takes us to a new locale from the early
1880s to the late 1920s

B

estselling novelist Tracie Peterson joins Karen Witemeyer, Regina
Jennings, and Jen Turano in this collection of four novellas, each
featuring a Harvey Girl heroine. From Kansas to Texas, the Grand Canyon
to New Mexico, the stories cross the country with tales of sweet romance
and entertaining history.
In Karen Witemeyer’s “More Than a Pretty Face,” a young woman
works her hardest to escape poor choices from her youth. Tracie Peterson
offers “A Flood of Love,” where reuniting with an old ﬂame after more
than a decade offers unexpected results. Regina Jennings’s “Intrigue a la
Mode” delights with a tale of a young woman determined to help support
her family, despite warnings of danger nearby. And Jen Turano’s “Grand
Encounters” heads to the Grand Canyon with a tale of a society belle intent
on finding a new life for herself.

Serving Up Love, 4-in-1
Tracie Peterson, Karen Witemeyer, Regina Jennings,
and Jen Turano

9 780764 232695

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: November 5
$15.99
978-0-7642-3269-5

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
A recipient of the ACFW Lifetime Achievement
Award, Tracie Peterson is well-known for her
numerous award-winning, bestselling historical
romances. She lives near Missoula, Montana. Visit
her at www.traciepeterson.com.

trade paper
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Anthologies (multiple authors)
Rights: Worldwide

ALSO AVAILABLE
Hearts Entwined
978-0-7642-3032-5

Karen Witemeyer is a winner of multiple Carol
Awards and has been a finalist for the RITA Award
and National Readers’ Choice Award. She lives in
Abilene, Texas. Visit her at www.karenwitemeyer.com.
Regina Jennings is the acclaimed author of THE
FORT RENO SERIES. She lives outside Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma, with her husband and four children. Visit
her at www.reginajennings.com.
Jen Turano, the USA Today bestselling author of
over a dozen books, lives in a suburb of Denver,
Colorado. Visit her at www.jenturano.com.
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Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665
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EXCERPT
She slowed to take another quick
look over her shoulder. Other riders
had turned off, and he’d silently
moved closer, his hand in his pocket
like he might have a gun or some
sort of weapon.
Her heart raced, threatening to
explode and paralyze her.
No. She had to gain control.
She swallowed hard and took off
running, the roughness biting into her
tender skin. But didn’t stop. Not even
when sharp rocks cut into her ﬂesh.
Or when she heard his footfalls clearly
echoing into the night, pounding
closer.
Closer.
Help. Oh, help.
Who was going to help her? She’d
made a huge mistake, and she was on
her own.
She searched both sides of the
narrow alley. Trash cans. Cardboard
boxes. Her gaze settled on a big grate
in the back wall of the fish market. She
released the catches on all four corners
and tugged hard. Balancing the grate,
she tucked up her legs and folded her
belly ﬂat against them then wiggled
backwards into the yawning duct. She
clasped the steel tightly and jerked it
back into place. Holding it with one
hand, she dug out her phone and scrolled
to the number for Taylor Mills, the deputy
US marshal assigned to her protection.
The call connected. Rang. Once. Twice.
C’mon, answer. Taylor. Please. You
always do.
Footsteps pounded down the alley,
coming closer.
No. Not yet.
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Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665
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Fast-Paced Romantic Suspense
from Bestselling
Author Susan Sleeman
yy Sleeman’s debut with Bethany
House is a mix of pulse-racing
suspense and romance that
readers can’t get enough of
yy Her novels have finaled in and
won numerous awards and
appeared on the suspense
bestseller lists
yy One of the key names in
Christian romantic suspense,
Sleeman hosts the popular
Suspense Zone website

W

hen cybercriminals hack into the US Marshals’ Witness Protection database and auction
off witnesses’ personal details to the highest bidders, the RED Team led by FBI Agent Sean
Nichols begins a high-stakes chase to find the hacker. But before he can even get started, the first
witness is targeted and barely escapes with her life. Sean believes Phantom, an obsessed hacker who
previously outwitted the top minds in the field, is behind the attack, and Sean needs this witness’s
help, as she’s the person who has come closest to discovering Phantom’s identity.
Trouble is, she’s a witness under the care of US Marshal Taylor Mills, and Sean is reluctant to work
with the captivating marshal who knows his deepest secrets. But Phantom claims he knows where
the witness is hiding and will kill her, so to stop the hacker, Sean and Taylor must work through their
personal pain and learn to trust each other. . . . The seconds are ticking down before someone dies.

Seconds
to Live
H
H
#1
omeland

eroes

Susan Sleeman

9 780764 233951

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: December 3
$15.99
978-0-7642-3395-1
trade paper
5½ x 8½
368 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance / Suspense
FICTION / Christian / Suspense
FICTION / Romance / Suspense
Rights: Worldwide

MERCHANDISING

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Susan Sleeman is the
bestselling author of more than
30 romantic suspense novels
with more than 1 million books
sold. She has won several
awards including the ACFW
Carol Award for Suspense for
Fatal Mistake and the Romantic
Times Reviewers’ Choice
Award for Thread of Suspicion.
In addition to writing, Susan also hosts
www.thesuspensezone.com. She has lived in
nine states but now calls Portland, Oregon,
home. To learn more about Susan, visit her
website at www.susansleeman.com.

shelf talker
978-0-7642-3374-6
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PRAISE FOR
JAIME JO WRIGHT
The Curse of Misty Wayfair
“The Curse of Misty Wayfair is a
pitch-perfect gothic that highlights
the extraordinary talent of Jaime Jo
Wright. I stayed up past midnight
gobbling up this mesmerizing tale
and was sorry to see it end. Perfect
pacing and storytelling. Don’t miss
this one!”
—Colleen Coble, USA Today
bestselling author of The House at
Saltwater Point and the ROCK HARBOR
series
“Stellar writing combined with stellar
storytelling is rare. Jaime Jo Wright
brings both in abundance to The Curse
of Misty Wayfair. The intrigue starts
immediately and doesn’t let up till the
final pages.”
—James L. Rubart,, bestselling author
of The Man He Never Was
“Two tales twist together into a story
that draws the reader in and won’t
let go. The Curse of Misty Wayfair is
deliciously thrilling, with a resolution
steeped in light and hope.”
—Jocelyn Green, author of
Between Two Shores
The Reckoning at Gossamer Pond
“God’s grace and second chances are
the themes of this standalone novel. . . .
Both stories played off each other well,
and I couldn’t sleep until the mystery of
how everything connected together was
solved.”—Christian Market
The House on Foster Hill
“Headed by two strong female protagonists, Wright’s debut is a lushly detailed
time-slip novel that transitions seamlessly
between past and present.”
—Library Journal
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Dual Time Suspense at Its Best
y “Wright creates an inspirational mystery with thrilling
finesse . . . balanced by a
beautiful message of purpose
in spite of pain.”—Booklist on
The Curse of Misty Wayfair
y With notable award recognition and reader response,
Wright’s multigenerational
suspense woven with deeper
themes continues to resonate
y For readers of Colleen Coble,
Simone St. James, and Susan
Meissner

A

fter Aggie Dunkirk’s career is unceremoniously ended by her own mistakes, she finds herself
traveling to Wisconsin, where her grandmother, Mumsie, lives alone in her rambling old home.
She didn’t plan for how eccentric Mumsie has become, obsessing over an old, unsolved crime
scene—even going so far as to re-create it in the attic.
Mystery seems to follow her when she finds work as a secretary helping to restore the ﬂooded historical part of the cemetery. Forced to work with the puzzling, yet attractive museum curator to contact
living family members of those in the disturbed graves, Aggie stumbles upon the unsolved murder of a
young woman—the details of which match Mumsie’s case. As Aggie exhumes the past’s secrets, she
uncovers a crime that some will go to any length to keep quiet—even if it means silencing Aggie.
In 1946, Imogene Flannigan works in a local factory and has eyes on owning her own beauty salon.
But coming home to discover her younger sister’s body in the attic changes everything. Unfamiliar with
the newly burgeoning world of criminal forensics and not particularly welcomed as a woman, Imogene
is nonetheless determined to stay involved. As her sister’s case grows cold, Imogene vows to find
justice . . . even if it costs her everything.

Echoes among
the Stones
Jaime Jo Wright

9 780764 233883

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: December 3
$15.99
978-0-7642-3388-3
trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Suspense
FICTION / Christian / Romance / Suspense
FICTION / Romance / Suspense
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Jaime Jo Wright is the author
of three novels, including the
Christy Award winner The
House on Foster Hill. She’s
also the Publishers Weekly
and ECPA bestselling author
of two novellas. Jaime works
as a human resources director
in Wisconsin, where she lives
with her husband and two children. To learn more, visit www.jaimewrightbooks.com.

ALSO AVAILABLE
The Curse of Misty Wayfair
978-0-7642-3030-1
The Reckoning at
Gossamer Pond
978-0-7642-3029-5
The House on Foster Hill
978-0-7642-3028-8

MERCHANDISING
shelf talker
978-0-7642-3372-2
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PRAISE FOR JULIE KLASSEN
“A treat for [readers] who want their
historical romances served up with a
generous dash of mystery.”
—Booklist
“[A] lovely addition to the genre. . . .
Regency/Klassen fans will love the
mystery, romance, and drama.”
—Publishers Weekly
“A remarkable tale with many unpredictable twists and turns.”
—Christian Market
“Danger. Love. Intrigue. A mystery
that will keep you guessing until the
very end. You will NOT put this one
down.”—Michelle Griep, author
of the ONCE UPON A DICKENS CHRISTMAS
series
“A clever book that incorporates what
readers love of Jane Austen, Downton
Abbey, and even a bit of Jane Eyre.
The novel offers everything a historical
romance reader looks for.”
—Historical Novels Review
“Well-developed characters, plot twists,
and attention to period detail make
this a sure bet for fans of Regency
novels.”—Library Journal
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Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665
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A Standalone Romantic
Mystery from Julie Klassen
y Multiple bestseller-list appearances and loyal readers have
established Julie Klassen as
the top name in inspirational
Regency fiction
y Klassen is a three-time
Christy Award winner,
Midwest Book Award Winner,
Minnesota Book Award
Winner, RITA Award finalist,
Carol Award finalist, and
winner of Christian Retailing’s
Best Award for Historical
Romance
y This new standalone novel is
filled with all the page-turning
mystery and romance readers
love

A

fter a humiliating mistake, lawyer Benjamin Booker resolves to never again trust a beautiful
woman. When an old friend is killed, the senior partner isn’t satisfied with Bow Street’s efforts
and asks Benjamin to investigate. Eager to leave London for a while, Benjamin agrees. Evidence
takes him to a remote island on the Thames, a world unto itself, shrouded in mist and mystery. Soon
he finds himself falling for the main suspect—a woman who claims not to have left the island in ten
years. But should he trust her?
On Belle Island, Isabelle feels safe and leads a productive life, but fear keeps her trapped there.
When Mr. Booker arrives with news of her trustee’s murder in London, Isabelle is stunned. She has
not left the island, yet she has a recurring dream about the man’s death. Or is it a memory? She had
been furious with him, but she never intended . . . this.
When a second person dies and evidence shockingly points to her, Isabelle doesn’t know who to
trust: the attractive lawyer or the admirer and friends who assemble on the island, each with grudges
against the victim. Can she even trust her own mind? While they search for the truth, secrets come to
light and danger comes calling.

The Bridge to
Belle Island
Julie Klassen

9 780764 218194 9 780764 218200

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: December 3
trade paper
$15.99
978-0-7642-1819-4
5½ x 8½
448 pages
Case Quantity: 32
hardcover
$24.99
978-0-7642-1820-0
5½ x 8½
448 pages
Case Quantity: 20

Category: FICTION /
Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian /
Romance / Historical
FICTION / Romance /
Historical / Regency
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Julie Klassen worked in
Christian publishing for 16
years and now writes full-time.
Three of her novels have won
the Christy Award for Historical
Romance. Julie has also won
the Minnesota Book Award,
Christian Retailing’s Best
Award, and the Midwest Book
© Farrow Media
Award and has been a finalist
in the RWA RITA Awards and ACFW Carol Awards.
Julie and her husband have two sons and live in
St. Paul, Minnesota. For more information, visit
www.julieklassen.com.

ALSO AVAILABLE
TALES FROM IVY HILL
1 The Innkeeper of Ivy Hill
978-0-7642-1813-2
2 The Ladies of Ivy Cottage
978-0-7642-1815-6
3 The Bride of Ivy Green
978-0-7642-1817-0

MERCHANDISING
shelf talker
978-0-7642-3373-9
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A Clash of Wills Drives This Delightful
Romantic Historical Novel
y “What a wonderful and imaginative writer Jennings
is.”—RT Book Reviews
y Follows the adventures of two women who join the
unforgettable land rush in 1880s Oklahoma
y Fans of Dee Gist, Mary Connealy, and Karen Witemeyer
will love Jennings

C

aroline Adams returns to Indian Territory after tiring of confining
society life. She wants adventure, and when she and her friend Amber
come across swaggering outlaw Frisco Smith, they find his dreams for
the new territory are very persuasive. With the much-anticipated land run
pending, they may just join the rush.
Growing up parentless, all Frisco Smith wanted was a place to call his
own. It’s no wonder that he fought to open the Unassigned Lands. After
years of sneaking across the border, he’s even managed to put in a dugout
house on a hidden piece of property he’s poised to claim.
When the gun sounds, everyone’s best plans are thrown out the window
in the chaos of the run. Caroline and Frisco soon find themselves battling
over a claim—and both dig in their heels. Settling the rightful ownership
will bring these two closer than they ever expected and change their ideas
of what a true home looks like.

The Major’s Daughter
tHe fort reno serIes #3

Regina Jennings

9 780764 218958

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: December 3
$15.99
978-0-7642-1895-8
trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance / General
FICTION / Romance / Historical / General
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Regina Jennings is a
graduate of Oklahoma Baptist
University with a degree in
English and a history minor.
She is the author of numerous
novels and novellas, including
Holding the Fort, For the
Record, A Most Inconvenient
Marriage, Sixty Acres and a
Ginger Murray Photography
Bride, and Caught in the Middle. She has won a National Readers’ Choice Award
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EXCERPT
The words used to describe what
we’d witnessed varied, but we’d
seen darkness itself in form. We
referred to them collectively as the
Fury, a name that felt appropriate because they were what was left when
God removed his hand of protection.
They were death itself, and that
death could ravage not only our minds
but our bodies.
We’d all seen them, erupting from
the air as if they’d been waiting for a
thousand years to show themselves.
No one could experience what we had
and not be permanently altered.
Even as the rest of the world
remained in blindness, we had been
given true sight to see the evil coming
to destroy the earth, straight from hell,
unstoppable and more terrifying than
one could imagine.
Three years after we’d been given
sight to see the coming scourge, and
only six months after Rose had led us
to the safety of Haven Valley, the Fury
swarmed the earth. We didn’t see them
this time, but the world had gone dark
and lightning had ripped jagged tears
in the sky. Crackling thunder punctuated the terrible howling and screams
that echoed from the hills beyond our
perimeter.
But we in Haven Valley were spared
as Sylous had promised.
They had come alright. And even now
they were out there, beyond the red rope
that kept us safe, hunting and feeding on
every wayward soul, and they would continue until the whole earth was cleansed
of wickedness. They had been present ten
years, so maybe the purging would end
soon, but not yet. Not until Sylous told
Rose it was time to leave the valley and
inherit a new, purified earth.
And yet Jamie had broken the law and
ventured out already. And I’d helped him.
What had I been thinking?
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A Powerhouse Father-Daughter
Writing Team Delivers the
Suspense Dekker Fans Love
y New York Times bestselling
author Ted Dekker’s sales are
more than 10 million copies
y Previous collaborations by Ted
Dekker have sales approaching 500,000 units
y Rachelle Dekker is a Christy
Award–winning author

T

en years ago, Grace saw something that would forever change the course of history. When evil
in its purest form is unleashed on the world, she and others from their religious community are
already hidden deep in the hills of Tennessee, abiding by every rule that will keep them safe, pure—
and alive. As long as they stay there, behind the red perimeter.
Her older brother’s questions and the arrival of the first outsiders she’s seen in a decade set in
motion events that will question everything Grace has built her life on. Enemies rise on all sides—but
who is the real enemy? And what will it cost her to uncover the truth?
For the first time, bestselling authors Ted Dekker and Rachelle Dekker team up and deliver an
intense, tightly focused ride through the most treacherous world of all.

The Girl behind
the Red Rope
Ted Dekker and Rachelle Dekker

9 780800 736538

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: September 3
$24.99
978-0-8007-3653-8
hardcover
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Rights: Worldwide
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ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Ted Dekker is the awardwinning and New York Times
bestselling author of more
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million copies sold worldwide.
He was born in the jungles
of Indonesia to missionary
parents, and his upbringing as
a stranger in a fascinating and
sometimes frightening culture fueled his imagination.
Dekker’s passion is simple—to explore truth through
mind-bending stories that invite readers to see the
world through a different lens. His fiction has been
honored with numerous awards, including two Christy
Awards, two Inspy Awards, an RT Reviewers’ Choice
Award, and an ECPA Gold Medallion. In 2013, NPR
readers nationwide put him in the Top 50 Thriller
Authors of All Time. Dekker lives in Nashville,
Tennessee, with his wife, Lee Ann.
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Rachelle Dekker is the Christy
Award–winning author of The
Choosing, The Calling, and The
Returning in the SEER series. The
oldest daughter of New York
Times bestselling author Ted
Dekker, Rachelle was inspired
early on to discover truth
through the avenue of
storytelling. She writes full-time from her home in
Nashville, where she lives with her husband, Daniel,
and their son, Jack. Connect with Rachelle at
www.rachelledekker.com.
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One Bookseller Is About to
Learn the Power of Words
y “In this powerful first novel . . . Bartels successfully
weaves American history into a deeply moving story
of heartbreak, long-held secrets, and the bonds of
family.”—Publishers Weekly, starred review, on We Hope
for Better Things
y “We Hope for Better Things is an exercise of empathy that
will shape many a soul.”—Julie Cantrell, New York Times
and USA Today bestselling author of Perennials
y “Compelling characters make this a winning debut.”
—Library Journal on We Hope for Better Things

R

obin Windsor has spent most of her life under an assumed name,
running from her family’s ignominious past. She thought she’d finally
found sanctuary in her rather unremarkable used bookstore just up the
street from the marina in River City, Michigan. But the store is struggling
and the past is hot on her heels.
When she receives an eerily familiar book in the mail on the morning
of her father’s scheduled execution, Robin is thrown back to the long-lost
summer she met Peter Flynt, the perfect boy who ruined everything. That
book—a first edition Catcher in the Rye—is soon followed by the other
books she shared with Peter nearly twenty years ago, with one arriving in
the mail each day. But why would Peter be making contact after all these
years? And why does she have a sinking feeling that she’s about to be
exposed all over again?
With evocative prose that recalls the classic novels we love, Erin Bartels
pens a story that shows that words—the ones we say, the ones we read,
and the ones we write—have more power than we imagine.

The Words between Us
Erin Bartels
9 780800 734923

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: September 3
$15.99
978-0-8007-3492-3
trade paper
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352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
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FICTION / Women
Rights: Worldwide
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Erin Bartels is the author of
We Hope for Better Things and
has been a publishing professional for 17 years. A freelance
writer and editor, she is a member of Capital City Writers and
the Women’s Fiction Writers
Association and is former features editor of WFWA’s Write
Matthew Mitchell Photo
On! magazine. She grew up in
the Bay City, Michigan, area and has spent much of
her life waiting on drawbridges. She lives in Lansing,
Michigan, with her husband, Zachary, and their son.
Find her online at www.erinbartels.com.
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“As a debut author, Faris knocked
this one out of the park.”
—Rachel Hauck, New York Times Bestselling author
y “Tari Faris is a delightful new voice in Christian fiction!
Her writing, her hometown characters, and her inspirational threads are freshly reminiscent of romance
authors like Denise Hunter, Becky Wade, and Courtney
Walsh.”—Susan May Warren, USA Today bestseller and
Christy Award–winning author
y Faris won a 2017 Genesis Award for unpublished fiction
y Set in a small town in Michigan, where everyone knows
everyone else, even as they are searching for a way to
belong

R

ealtor Hannah Thornton has many talents. Unfortunately, selling
houses in the town where her family name is practically poison isn’t
one of them. When a business tycoon determines to raze historic homes in
the small town of Heritage, Michigan, and replace them with a strip mall,
Hannah resolves to stop him. She sets about helping Heritage win a restoration grant that will put the town back on the map—and hopefully finally
repay the financial debt Hannah’s mother caused the town. But at first no
one supports her efforts—not even her best friend, Luke.
Luke Johnson may have grown up in Heritage, but as a foster kid he
never truly felt as if he belonged. Now he has a chance to score a job as
assistant fire chief and earn his place in the town. But when the interview
process and Hannah’s restoration project start unearthing things from his
past, Luke must decide if belonging is worth the pain of being honest about
who he is—and who he was.

You Belong with Me
restorInG HerItaGe #1

Tari Faris
9 780800 736477

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: September 3
$14.99
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Tari Faris has been writing
fiction for more than 10
years. A member of American
Christian Fiction Writers and
My Book Therapy, she works
for My Book Therapy, manages
learnhowtowriteanovel.com,
and is a 2017 Genesis Award
winner. She has an MDiv from
Asbury Theological Seminary
and lives in the Phoenix, Arizona, area with her
husband and their three children. Although she lives
in the Southwest now, she lived in a small town in
Michigan for 25 years.
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EXCERPT
Mary Sullivan would have gone
south if anyone had asked her, just
as she’d preferred to go to Oregon
at that fork in the dusty trail weeks
before. Her brother had chosen California Alta, and now here they were
in a foot of snow beside a creek with
a mountain fortress before them. It
had not been a good day.
“You’re contrary, Mary. Of course,
you’d have gone the other way. West
is best,” her brother told her when
she mumbled about the Oregon fork
they hadn’t taken.
She didn’t think of herself as contrary. She just had opinions, but what
woman didn’t?
At the top of the ridge Dr. Townsend
had described, Mary Sullivan looked
down upon that exquisite lake sparkling in the distance, welcoming them
forward, just as that Indian had told
them there’d be, just as the exploring
party had seen. But she hadn’t realized
that fifteen miles beyond would rise
a formidable wall of snow-topped
mountains they’d have to find their way
through.
As they’d worked going up the bluff,
the animals seemed equally taxed going
down toward the lake. The Sullivans’
lead team, Pierre and Prince, pulled well
together, and the men helped each other
by putting log braces under the wheels
to keep the wagons from overcrowding
the oxen’s heels. It was like putting the
cart before the horse or, in this instance,
avoiding putting the wagon before the
ox. John kept Mary at a distance from
the animals, but she liked to walk beside
them. He allowed little Robert, only eight,
and ten-year-old Michael to walk closer.
But she was a woman.
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New York Times Bestselling
Author with Total Sales of
More Than 1.5 Million Copies
y Jane Kirkpatrick has won the
WILLA Award, Carol Award,
and Will Rogers Gold Medallion Award for her writing
y “Kirkpatrick’s vivid, rich prose
will keep readers in awe and
on the edges of their seats.”
—Publishers Weekly on This
Road We Traveled
y Based on a true story of survival set in the Sierra Nevada
Mountains in 1844, full of
heartache and triumph

I

n 1844, two years before the Donner Party, the Stevens-Murphy company left Missouri to be the
first wagons into California through the Sierra Nevada Mountains. Mostly Irish Catholics, the party
sought religious freedom and education in the mission-dominated land and enjoyed a safe journey—
until October, when a heavy snowstorm forced difficult decisions. The first of many for young Mary
Sullivan, newlywed Sarah Montgomery, the widow Ellen Murphy, and her pregnant sister-in-law
Maolisa.
When the party separates in three directions, each risks losing those they loved and faces the
prospect of learning that adversity can destroy or redefine. Two women and four men go overland
around Lake Tahoe, three men stay to guard the heaviest wagons—and the rest of the party, including
eight women and seventeen children, huddle in a makeshift cabin at the headwaters of the Yuba River
waiting for rescue . . . or their deaths.
Award-winning author Jane Kirkpatrick plunges you deep into a landscape of challenge where fear
and courage go hand in hand for a story of friendship, family, and hope that will remind you of what
truly matters in times of trial.

One More River to Cross
Jane Kirkpatrick

9 780800 727024

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: September 3
$15.99
978-0-8007-2702-4
trade paper
5½ x 8½
368 pages
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Jane Kirkpatrick is the New
York Times and CBA bestselling
and award-winning author of
more than 30 books, including
Everything She Didn’t Say, All
She Left Behind, A Light in
the Wilderness, The Memory Weaver, This Road We
Traveled, and A Sweetness
Photo Courtesy of Jerry Kirkpatrick
to the Soul, which won the
prestigious Wrangler Award from the Western Heritage Center. Her works have won the WILLA Literary
Award, the Carol Award for Historical Fiction, and
the 2016 Will Rogers Medallion Award. Jane lives in
Central Oregon with her husband, Jerry. Learn more
at www.jkbooks.com.
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With Danger and Romance, Blackburn
Satisﬁes Suspense Readers on Every Level
y Beneath the Surface was a CBA Fiction Bestseller
y In Too Deep was chosen as a SIBA Okra Pick
y “A terrific cast of law-enforcement and hospital
personnel make this vivid start of Blackburn’s Dive
Team Investigations series a real page-turner.”
—Booklist on Beneath the Surface

W

hen investigator Gabriel Chavez had his cover blown by an aggressive reporter, the silver lining was being able to rejoin the dive
team. The downside? Dive team captain Anissa Bell—a woman who both
fascinates and frustrates him.
Anissa grew up as a missionary kid on the Micronesian island of Yap
and always planned to return after college. But she remained stateside,
determined to solve the case that haunts her—the murder of her best
friend and the disappearance of a three-year-old child.
When Anissa’s fractured past collides with Gabe’s investigation into
the tragic shooting death of a teenage boy in Lake Porter, they’ll have to
put their complicated history with each other aside in order to uncover the
identity of a killer. What they’ll discover is that revenge has no statute of
limitations.
Award-winning author Lynn H. Blackburn closes out her nail-biting DIVE
TEAM INVESTIGATIONS series with a story that will have you wondering how
long you can hold your breath.

One Final Breath
dIVe teaM InVestIGatIons #3

Lynn H. Blackburn

9 780800 729301
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Available: September 3
$15.99
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Lynn H. Blackburn is the
author of Beneath the Surface,
In Too Deep, Hidden Legacy,
and Covert Justice. Winner
of the 2016 Selah Award for
Mystery and Suspense, and
the 2016 Carol Award for Short
Novel, Blackburn believes in
the power of stories, especially
Mary Denman
those that remind us that true
love exists, a gift from the Truest Love. She’s passionate about CrossFit, coffee, and chocolate (don’t make
her choose) and experimenting with recipes that feed
both body and soul. She lives in Simpsonville, South
Carolina, with her true love, Brian, and their three
children.
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“A movie-worthy tale of espionage and
intrigue.”—Steven James, national bestselling
author of Every Wicked Man

y Bestselling author is a former stealth pilot with more
than 300,000 copies in print
y Author is a two-time Silver Falchion Award winner for
his Section 13 mysteries for kids and a Thriller Award
nominee for his Nick Baron covert ops series
y “I couldn’t flip the pages fast enough—or bother to
stop to breathe. You don’t want to miss this one!”
—Lynette Eason, bestselling, award-winning author
of the BlUe JUStIce series

T

alia Inger is a rookie CIA case officer assigned not to the Moscow
desk as she had hoped but to the forgotten backwaters of Eastern
Europe—a department only known as “Other.” When she is tasked with
helping a young, charming Moldovan executive secure his designs for a
revolutionary defense technology, she figures she’ll be back in DC within a
few days. But that’s before she knows where the designs are stored—and
who’s after them. With her shady civilian partner, Adam Tyler, Talia takes
a deep dive into a world where only criminal minds and unlikely strategies will keep the Gryphon, a high-altitude data vault, hovering in the
mesosphere.
Even Tyler is more than he seems, and Talia begins to wonder: Is he
helping her? Or using her access to CIA resources to pull off an epic heist
for his own dark purposes?
In this Ocean’s Eleven–meets–Mission Impossible thriller, former
tactical deception officer and stealth pilot James R. Hannibal offers you a
nonstop thrill ride through the most daring heist ever conceived.

The Gryphon Heist
James R. Hannibal
9 780800 735777

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: September 3
$15.99
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trade paper
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
James R. Hannibal is no
stranger to secrets and
adventure. A former stealth
pilot from Houston, Texas, he
has been shot at, locked up
with surface-to-air missiles,
and chased down a winding
German road by an armed
terrorist. He is a two-time
DigiSmiles Photography
Silver Falchion Award winner
for his Section 13 mysteries for kids and a Thriller
Award nominee for his Nick Baron covert ops series
for adults. James is a rare multi-sense synesthete,
meaning all of his senses intersect. He sees and feels
sounds and smells and hears ﬂashes of light. If he
tells you the chocolate cake you offered smells blue
and sticky, take it as a compliment.
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EXCERPT
Krista Galloway slowed down the
U-Haul truck on the outskirts of Winter Hill. Should she have researched
this move more carefully? Had she
agreed to the contract too easily? Being hired as a city manager would
definitely improve her résumé, but
the small-town salary was a letdown.
And what about her daughter’s new
school? Why hadn’t Krista given this
whole thing more consideration?
“Look, Mama!” Emily pointed to
the WELCOME TO WINTER HILL billboard.
“That sign says HOME OF CHRISTMASVILLE—what does that mean? Does
Santa Claus live here?” Emily giggled
like she knew better.
“What do you think?” Krista grimaced at the plywood Christmas tree
alongside the welcome sign. It could
use a new coat of paint.
“I know, Santa isn’t really real. But
are we near the North Pole? You said
it snowed a lot here.” Emily peered
eagerly out the window.
“It does snow here,” Krista confirmed. “But it’s still late autumn, Emily.”
“But why did that sign say HOME OF
CHRISTMASVILLE?” Emily persisted.
“I’m not sure.” Krista vaguely remembered someone mentioning a Christmas
festival during her second Skype interview with the hiring committee, but she’d
barely registered the information. And,
naturally, she didn’t admit that she had a
general aversion to Christmas. What did
that have to do with managing a small
town anyway?
“Where is Christmasville? What is it?”
Krista felt a mixture of amusement and
aggravation at her eight-year-old’s dogged
determination. Her little apple hadn’t
fallen far from the tree when it came to
questioning things. “I’m not completely
sure what Christmasville is,” Krista
admitted. “I do know that Winter Hill has
an annual Christmas festival. That must be
Christmasville.”
“Winter Hill,” Emily said dreamily. “That
does sound like a Christmassy place. I’m so
glad we’re moving here.”
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“No one captures the heartwarming fun
of the Christmas season quite like
Melody Carlson.”—USA Today
y Melody’s combined sales as a
novelist top seven million, and
her Christmas books have sold
more than 500,000
y Carlson is the recipient of
many awards, including
the Romantic Times Career
Achievement Award
y Krista Galloway doesn’t like
the holiday season, but her
new town and an over-thetop Christmas celebration just
may give her the home—and
Christmas spirit—she’s been
looking for

K

rista Galloway is not a fan of Christmas. After her rough childhood in multiple foster homes, the
holiday season just brings too many bad memories to the surface. But when she accepts a job as
a city manager in the mountain town of Winter Hill, Washington, Christmas is part of the deal. The
small town is famous for its Christmasville celebration, something that the city manager . . . well,
manages.
As she tries to make her tiny new apartment feel like home for her and her eight-year-old daughter,
Emily, Krista begins to wonder if this move was a mistake. She doesn’t always feel welcomed in the
close-knit town, and Emily continually wonders, “Where’s the snow?” Can a friendly stranger and his
family help restore Krista’s Christmas spirit before the big day?
Bestselling author Melody Carlson invites you to spend this holiday season in a town you’ll never
forget—and never want to leave.

Christmas in Winter Hill
Melody Carlson

9 780800 736101

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: September 3
$16.99
978-0-8007-3610-1
hardcover
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Melody Carlson is the
award-winning author of more
than 200 books with combined
sales of more than 7 million.
She is the author of many
Christmas books, including the
bestselling The Christmas Bus,
The Christmas Dog, Christmas
at Harrington’s, The Christmas
Cat, The Christmas Joy Ride,
The Christmas Angel Project, The Christmas Blessing,
and A Christmas by the Sea. She received a Romantic
Times Career Achievement Award in the inspirational
market for her many books, including the DIARY OF A
TEENAGE GIRL series and Finding Alice. She and her
husband live in central Oregon. Learn more at
www.melodycarlson.com.
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EXCERPT
Mollie set her thermos on her
desk and took out two mugs, one for
her and one for Sam, and poured one
mug to the brim with hot coffee. She
didn’t fill Sam’s mug. He hadn’t come
by at all this week and she wasn’t
sure why. She hoped it was only because his early mornings were extra
busy lately, training that mare for
the buggy. The saucy mare, he called
her. A heap of trouble, more trouble
than she was worth. Or so he said.
He was smitten by that horse, Mollie
could tell. Getting Sam to talk was
like priming a rusty pump, but once
she got him started on horse training,
and even more so on that particular
saucy mare, he lost that guarded look,
his normal reserve, and out spilled
story after story. She relished each one.
Treasures.
She took a sip of coffee, thinking
back to the last time she’d seen Sam.
It was at the fellowship lunch following
Sunday church, just after Sam’s brother
Luke had asked who might be interested in fostering children and Mollie
volunteered. She hoped Sam’s sudden
busyness had nothing to do with her
telling Luke that she wanted to foster a
child, maybe two. Nothing was going to
change her mind about that. Set in stone.
As her desk clock struck eight, she set
Sam’s mug back on its hook by the sink.
She liked Sam Schrock, liked him quite a
bit, and at times she thought there might
be something growing between them.
But maybe she’d been wrong about that,
and maybe that was for the best. After all,
as her mother continually reminded her,
loving Mollie brought complications.
But you didn’t come across many Sam
Schrocks, that was for sure. Special.
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Fisher’s Bestselling Amish Books
Have Sold More Than 1 Million Copies
y Fisher’s Amish novels take
readers beyond the bonnets,
buggies, and beards to remind
them of what matters most
y “The deftly written tale of
life, love, and faith is filled
with a delightful cast of
characters.”—Publishers Weekly
on The Quieting
y A riveting story of twists and
turns

D

etachment had worked well as a life strategy for horse trainer Sam Schrock. Until he met Mollie
Graber . . .
New to Stoney Ridge, schoolteacher Mollie has come to town for a fresh start. Aware of how
ﬂeeting and fragile life is, she wants to live it boldly and bravely. When Luke Schrock, new to his role
as deacon, asks the church to take in foster girls from a group home, she’s the first to raise her hand.
The power of love, she believes, can pick up the dropped stitches in a child’s heart and knit them back
together.
Mollie envisions sleepovers and pillow fights. What the 11-year-old twins bring to her home is
anything but. Visits from the sheriff at midnight. Phone calls from the school truancy officer. And then
the most humiliating moment of all: the girls accuse Mollie of drug addiction.
There’s only one thing that breaks through the girls’ hard shell—an interest in horses. Reluctantly
and skeptically, Sam Schrock gets drawn into Mollie’s chaotic life. What he didn’t expect was for love
to knit together the dropped stitches in his own heart . . . just in time.
Suzanne Woods Fisher invites you back to the little Amish church of Stoney Ridge for a touching
story of the power of love.
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Suzanne Woods Fisher
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Suzanne Woods Fisher is an
award-winning, bestselling
author of more than thirty
books, including Mending
Fences, as well as the
NANTUCKET LEGACY, AMISH
BEGINNINGS, THE BISHOP’S FAMILY,
and THE INN AT EAGLE HILL series,
among other novels. She is also
© Dan Davis Photography
the author of several nonfiction
books about the Amish, including Amish Peace and
The Heart of the Amish. She lives in California. Learn
more at www.suzannewoodsfisher.com and follow
Suzanne on Facebook @SuzanneWoodsFisherAuthor
and Twitter @suzannewfisher.
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EXCERPT
There was blood on the ice.
Rick Jordan jolted to a stop,
gaze riveted on the crimson spots
blemishing the frosty ground, fingers
tightening on the disposable cup of
coffee he’d just nuked.
Could his eyes be playing tricks on
him in the waning afternoon light of
the December afternoon?
He leaned closer.
It was blood. After all the gore
he’d seen, it wasn’t difficult to make
a positive ID.
As he peered at the ruby-colored
stains, the hair on the back of his
neck snapped to attention—and since
metabolic cues had saved his hide
on more Night Stalker missions than
he cared to remember, ignoring them
would be foolish.
The blood was human.
Giving the landscape a thorough,
methodical sweep, he set down the cup
of java he’d picked up during his supply
run to town, balancing it on the uneven
ground.
No movement other than the huge
ﬂakes that had begun to sift down from
the leaden sky. Apparently the blizzard
warning issued this morning had been
spot on. Missouri would have a white
Christmas.
Nothing wrong with a Currier & Ivesstyle holiday—except the ﬂakes were
rapidly covering the trail of splotches
on the three-day-old ice crystals from
Tuesday’s sleet storm.
In minutes, they’d be impossible to
track.
Continuing to scan his surroundings,
he removed the compact Beretta from the
concealed carry holster clipped to his belt.
No reason to carry when the camp was
full of kids and counselors, but wandering
around unarmed in winter on 650 isolated,
deserted acres?
Not happening.
He might never have needed a gun in the
four years he’d called this rural Missouri
acreage home, but it was better to risk
overkill than being killed.
And while the camp had always been a
peaceful refuge for him and the hundreds
of kids who visited each season, his goosed
adrenaline suggested that was about to
change.
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Hannon’s Combined
Sales Top 3.5 Million
y Irene Hannon consistently
makes CBA bestseller lists,
and book 2 in the series was
a Publishers Weekly bestseller
y Author is winner of the 2018
Booksellers’ Best Award and
the 2017 National Readers’
Choice Award
y “Races full speed ahead,
spinning out a twisty plot. The
author’s many fans will devour
this work.”—Library Journal on
Dangerous Illusions

F

ormer Army Night Stalker Rick Jordan usually has his camp for foster children to himself
during the winter months. But someone has visited recently—leaving a trail of blood
behind. One of the two clues left behind tips Rick off to the identity of his visitor, who soon
turns up dead. The police deem it an accident, but Rick isn’t convinced. With the help of
private investigator Heather Shields, he sets out to decipher the remaining clue. Except
someone doesn’t want them to succeed—and will stop at nothing to keep them from
finding the truth.
With her trademark psychological suspense ratcheting up the tension on every page,
bestselling and award-winning author Irene Hannon takes you on a search for a coldblooded killer with an ambitious goal and deadly intent.

Dark
Ambitions
C
H
#3
ode of

onor

Irene Hannon

9 780800 727703 9 780800 727789

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: October 1
trade paper
$15.99
978-0-8007-2770-3
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 32
hardcover
$25.99
978-0-8007-2778-9
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 20
Category: FICTION / Christian / Suspense
FICTION / Christian / Romance / General
FICTION / Romance / Suspense
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Irene Hannon is the bestselling and award-winning
author of more than fifty
contemporary romance and
romantic suspense novels,
including Dangerous Illusions
and Hidden Peril, as well as the
MEN OF VALOR, HEROES OF QUANTICO,
GUARDIANS OF JUSTICE, and PRIVATE
© DeWeesePhotography.com
JUSTICE series. In addition to
her many other honors, she is a three-time winner of
the prestigious RITA Award from Romance Writers of
America. She is also a member of RWA’s elite Hall of
Fame and has received a Career Achievement Award
from RT Book Reviews. Each of her suspense novels
have been ECPA/CBA bestsellers. Learn more at
www.irenehannon.com.
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CODE OF HONOR
1 Dangerous Illusions
978-0-8007-2767-3
2 Hidden Peril
978-0-8007-2769-7
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Bestselling Author Has Sold
More Than 8 Million Copies
y “This is Davis Bunn at his storytelling best.”—Debbie
Macomber, #1 New York Times bestselling author
y Lion of Babylon named Best Book of the Year by Library
Journal and Christy Hall of Fame
y Perfect for fans of Suits and The Good Wife
y “A thrilling emotional journey . . . entertaining from
page one.” —Ken Estin, Emmy Award-winning writer/
producer of Cheers, The Simpsons, and Beverly Hills Cop

Y

oung line producer Danny Byrd is well-known in Hollywood for
being someone who gets things done on time and under budget. But
when his reputation takes a beating after his partner—and former best
friend—makes off with their investors’ money, Danny has but one chance
to redeem himself and restore his ruined career.
LA lawyer Megan Pierce has sacrificed years of her life proving herself
to her impossible bosses only to find herself disgusted at their snobbery
and their specious business practices. When an opportunity to actually
make a difference comes her way, she knows she has to grab it—even
though she’s not entirely clear what “it” is.
Danny and Megan are each other’s best hope for redemption. What they
never could have imagined was that they might also be each other’s best
hope for love.
Bestselling and award-winning author Davis Bunn takes you into the
beating heart of Hollywood with two characters determined to thrive in a
cutthroat business.

Unscripted
Davis Bunn

9 780800 727871

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: October 1
trade paper
$15.99
978-0-8007-2787-1
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
hardcover
$25.99
978-0-8007-3676-7
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 20

Category: FICTION /
Christian / Suspense
FICTION / Christian /
Romance / General
FICTION / Romance /
Suspense
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Davis Bunn
(www.davisbunn.com) is the
award-winning author of
numerous national bestsellers,
with sales totaling more than
8 million copies. His work
has been published in 20
languages, and his critical
acclaim includes four Christy
Awards for excellence in fiction.
He and his wife, Isabella, divide their time
between England and Florida.
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Outbreak
978-0-7642-1792-0
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After Harper Reynolds Accidentally
Captures a Murder on Camera, Will
the Killer Make Her His Next Victim?
y Author has sold more than 900,000 books
y ECPA bestselling and award-winning author of more
than 30 novels
y “Elizabeth Goddard knows how to grab your attention
and not let go. A roller coaster ride of a story!”
—Lisa Harris, bestselling and Christy Award–winning
author of tHe nIKKI BoYd FIleS

A

t the advice of her therapist, homicide survivor Harper Reynolds has
traded her job as a crime scene photographer for a more peaceful
life taking photographs of the natural world. But her hopes for a life
surrounded by the serenity of the outdoors are dashed when she
inadvertently captures a murder being committed in Jackson Hole,
Wyoming. She ﬂees the scene in fear—and loses the camera.
Former Green Beret Heath McKade is a reserve deputy in an understaffed county who has been called in to protect Harper, a childhood friend
he is surprised to see back in the area. When Harper learns that the sheriff’s department can’t find any evidence of the murder she witnessed, she
is determined to do what she can to see that justice is done. What neither
Harper nor Heath could know is how many explosive secrets from the past
will be exposed—or how deeply they will fall for each other.
In this suspenseful page-turner, bestselling author Elizabeth Goddard
keeps you on the edge of your seat as you discover that uncommon justice
lies just on the other side of fear.

Always Look Twice
UnCoMMon JUstICe #2

Elizabeth Goddard

9 780800 729851

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: October 1
$15.99
978-0-8007-2985-1
trade paper
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Suspense
FICTION / Christian / Romance / General
FICTION / Romance / Suspense
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Elizabeth Goddard is the
bestselling author of more
than 30 books, including Never
Let Go and the Carol Award–
winning The Camera Never
Lies. Her MOUNTAIN COVE series
books have been finalists in the
Daphne du Maurier Awards and
the Carol Awards. Goddard is a
Emilie Hendryx
seventh-generation Texan and
can be found online at www.elizabethgoddard.com.
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UNCOMMON JUSTICE
1 Never Let Go
978-0-8007-2984-4

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665
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First Story in a Unique Collection around the
Early History of America’s National Parks
y Regina Scott’s more than 40 books are known for their
witty, historical romance
y Regina Scott was twice awarded the prestigious RT Book
Reviews best book of the year in her category
y A spunky photographer wrangles her way onto an 1871
survey crew of the Grand Canyon, only to find out an
old flame is in charge of the expedition

M

eg Pero has been assisting her photographer father since she was
big enough to carry his equipment, so when he dies she is determined to take over his profession—starting with fulfilling the contract he
signed to serve on an Army survey of the North Rim of the Grand Canyon in
1871. What she doesn’t realize is that the leader of the expedition is none
other than the man she once refused to marry.
Captain Ben Coleridge would like nothing more than to leave without
the woman who broke his heart, but he refuses to wait even one more day
to get started. This survey is a screen for another, more personal mission,
one he cannot share with any member of his team.
As dangers arise from all sides, including within the survey party, Meg
and Ben must work together to stay alive, fulfill their duties, and, just
maybe, rekindle a love that neither had completely left behind.

A Distance Too Grand
aMerICan Wonders ColleCtIon #1

Regina Scott

9 780800 736392

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: October 1
$15.99
978-0-8007-3639-2
trade paper
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance / General
FICTION / Romance / Historical / General
Rights: Worldwide

MERCHANDISING

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Regina Scott is the author of
more than 40 works of warm,
witty historical romance. Her
writing has won praise from
Booklist and Library Journal,
and she was twice awarded the
prestigious RT Books Reviews
best book of the year in her
category. A devotee of history,
she has learned to fence, driven
four-in-hand, and sailed on a tall ship, all in the
name of research. She and her husband of 30 years
live south of Tacoma, Washington, on the way to
Mt. Rainier.
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“An engaging historical romance.”
—Foreword Reviews on The Sound of Distant Thunder
y A young Amish family in Weaver’s Creek must deal
with loss and heartbreak, finding ways to heal and
love again
y Author’s family heritage includes Amish,
Mennonite, and Brethren settlers in Pennsylvania
y Will appeal to readers of Janette Oke

R

uby Weaver’s curly red hair isn’t the only thing that sets her apart from
her Amish community in 1863. Twenty-eight and single, Ruby doesn’t
believe a woman needs to be married in order to be happy. Her ailing
friend Lovinia Fischer, however, has other ideas and wants Ruby to promise
to marry her husband after she dies. Never imagining she’d have to fulfill
that vow, Ruby agrees. And she’s not the only one. Lovinia has extracted a
similar promise from her husband, Gideon.
With both Ruby and Gideon reluctant to keep their promises, a
compromise must be reached. Ruby will spend her days with Gideon’s
family—helping to raise the children and keep the house—but her nights
will be spent at her sister’s neighboring house. But this arrangement raises
eyebrows in their conservative Amish community, and it soon becomes
clear that Ruby must make a decision—marry Gideon or turn her back on
her friend, the children she’s grown to love . . . and their father.

The Roll of the Drums
tHe aMIsH of WeaVer’s CreeK #2

Jan Drexler

9 780800 729325

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: October 1
$15.99
978-0-8007-2932-5
trade paper
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Amish & Mennonite
FICTION / Christian / Romance / General
FICTION / Christian / Historical
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Jan Drexler brings a unique
understanding of Amish traditions and beliefs to her writing.
Her ancestors were among
the first Amish, Mennonite,
and Brethren immigrants to
Pennsylvania in the 1700s,
and their experiences are the
inspiration for her stories. Jan
lives in the Black Hills of South Roaming Reﬂections Photography
Dakota with her husband, where she enjoys hiking
and spending time with her expanding family. She is
the author The Sound of Distant Thunder, Hannah’s
Choice, Mattie’s Pledge (a 2017 Holt Medallion finalist), and Naomi’s Hope, as well as several LOVE INSPIRED
historical novels.
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978-0-8007-2931-8
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EXCERPT

4-IN-1

She pressed the gas a little
harder, focusing on the road in
front of her and not the darkness
surrounding her.
A sudden impact from behind
threw her forward. Callie screamed
as the car swerved and she jerked
the wheel to keep the tires on the
road. Heart pounding, she managed
to right the vehicle only to feel the
second slam, this time to her left rear.
Again her car headed for the edge
of the road. Callie didn’t have to see
the drop-off to her right to know that if
she went over, she was dead. Fighting
the force of the hit, she pulled on the
wheel and nearly stood on the brake.
Tires squealed and tried to grip the
asphalt. The vehicle shuddered to a
stop and shut off.
Her attacker shot past her and Callie
saw the brake lights come on. He was
coming back?
Tremors shook her. She twisted the
key and the engine ground, but didn’t
catch. She tried again. And again. The
car in front of her had turned around and
was heading back toward her.
“No,” she whispered. She grabbed
her purse and scrambled out of the
passenger door. The cold hit Callie
hard, stopping her for a split second.
Her heavy winter coat rested on the
backseat. She looked back at the car that
had hit her, now idling in the middle of
the road. The driver’s door opened, but
the interior light didn’t come on.
The attacker planned to continue the
chase.
Callie ran to the back of her car and
crouched behind it. Darkness covered her,
and she hoped he couldn’t see her. At the
trunk, she paused, her pulse thundering in
her ears. Think, think.
Footsteps.
He was coming for her.
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Lynette Eason’s Sales Top 650,000
y Lynette Eason consistently hits
CBA Bestseller Lists
y “Eason’s page-turner is energetic and tense until the end.”
—Publishers Weekly on Called
to Protect
y “This nonstop, white-knuckled
thrill ride will please devotees
of police procedurals.”
—Library Journal on
Oath of Honor

F

our nail-biting novellas in one!

Lethal Homecoming
Nolan Tanner never got over Callie Ainsworth’s sudden, unexplained departure. Now when he
comes to her rescue after an attempt on her life, all the old feelings come rushing back.
Lethal Conspiracy
When professional fundraiser Lillian Maloney sees her father’s campaign manager commit murder,
she goes on the run from the men he hires to kill her. A close call brings firefighter Jason Tanner to the
rescue, but the killer is closing in . . .
Lethal Secrets
Someone wants Honor McBride dead. When Eli Murphy helps her change a ﬂat tire and discovers
the danger Honor is in, he longs to help—but Eli has secrets of his own that could get them all killed.
Lethal Agenda
When Detective Derek St. John rescues a woman he’s met only once before—and has never been
able to forget—he finds himself falling for her. But he’ll have to keep her alive if they’re to have a
future together.

Protecting Tanner
Hollow, 4-in-1
Lynette Eason

9 780800 736460

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: November 5
$15.99
978-0-8007-3646-0
trade paper
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Suspense
FICTION / Christian / Romance / General
FICTION / Romance / Suspense
Rights: Worldwide

MERCHANDISING

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Lynette Eason is the bestselling author of Oath of Honor,
Called to Protect, Code of
Valor, and Vow of Justice, as
well as the WOMEN OF JUSTICE,
DEADLY REUNIONS, HIDDEN IDENTITY,
and ELITE GUARDIANS series. She
is the winner of three ACFW
Carol Awards, the Selah Award,
© Mary Denman
and the Inspirational Reader’s
Choice Award, among others. She is a graduate of
the University of South Carolina and has a master’s
degree in education from Converse College. Eason
lives in South Carolina with her husband and two
children. Learn more at www.lynetteeason.com.
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BLUE JUSTICE
1 Oath of Honor
978-0-8007-2721-5
2 Called to Protect
978-0-8007-2703-1
3 Code of Valor
978-0-8007-2704-8
4 Vow of Justice
978-0-8007-2720-8
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“Delicious hero, heart-pounding suspense . . .
one of my top of the top favorites of the year!”
—Jaime Jo Wright, Christy Award–winning author
y Appeals to readers of Dani Pettrey and Lisa Harris
y Walters delivers romantic suspense with depth, humor,
and a small town that brings you home
y When journalist Vivian DeMarco’s boss dies under
suspicious circumstances, she wants the truth but
must decide what she’s willing to lose for the sake
of a headline

I

ndependent and tenacious journalist Vivian DeMarco is back in Walton,
Georgia, for one reason—to do her job and get out. When her boss suddenly dies under suspicious circumstances, Vivian’s only hope for finding
the truth—and the next big story—is small-town law enforcement’s lanky
poster boy, Deputy Ryan Frost. But the deeper they dig, the more twisted
the truth becomes, and Vivian finds herself fighting for not only answers
but also her life. False leads, incriminating emails, and someone called The
Watcher force Vivian to confront the secret of her past and decide: How
much is she willing to risk for the sake of a headline?
Author Natalie Walters welcomes you back to Walton, Georgia, where
everyone knows your name—but no one knows your secret.

Deadly Deceit
HarBored seCrets #2

Natalie Walters

9 780800 735333

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: November 5
$14.99
978-0-8007-3533-3
trade paper
5½ x 8½
336 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Suspense
FICTION / Christian / Romance / General
FICTION / Romance / Suspense
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Natalie Walters is the author
of Living Lies. A military wife
of 22 years, she currently
resides in Hawaii with her
soldier husband and their three
kids. She writes full-time and
has been published in Proverbs 31 magazine and has
blogged for Guideposts online.
Emilie Hendryx
In addition to balancing life
as a military spouse, mom, and writer, she loves
connecting on social media, sharing her love of books,
cooking, and traveling. Natalie comes from a long
line of military and law enforcement veterans and is
passionate about supporting them through volunteer
work, races, and writing stories that affirm no
one is defined by their past. Learn more at
www.nataliewalterswriter.com.
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TOP SELLERS

Jody Hedlund
978-0-7642-1806-4 • $15.99p

SEARCHING FOR YOU

Dee Henderson
978-0-7642-1886-6 • $15.99p

TRACES OF GUILT

THREADS OF SUSPICION

THE BRIDE OF IVY GREEN

THE LADIES OF IVY COTTAGE

THE INNKEEPER OF IVY HILL

Julie Klassen
978-0-7642-1817-0 • $15.99p

THE EBB TIDE

Julie Klassen
978-0-7642-1815-6 • $15.99p

THE PROVING

THE COST OF BETRAYAL 3-IN-1

Dee Henderson
978-0-7642-1997-9 • $15.99p

Julie Klassen
978-0-7642-1813-2 • $15.99p

MIND GAMES

Dee Henderson, Dani Pettrey,
and Lynette Eason
978-0-7642-3173-5 • $15.99p

THE FIRST LOVE

Beverly Lewis
978-0-7642-1968-9 • $15.99p

IN PLACES HIDDEN

JERUSALEM’S QUEEN

Angela Hunt
978-0-7642-1934-4 • $15.99p

THE ROAD HOME

Beverly Lewis
978-0-7642-1967-2 • $15.99p

IN TIMES GONE BY

Beverly Lewis
978-0-7642-1250-5 • $15.99p

Beverly Lewis
978-0-7642-1966-5 • $15.99p

Nancy Mehl
978-0-7642-3184-1 • $15.99p

Tracie Peterson
978-0-7642-1899-6 • $15.99p

Tracie Peterson
978-0-7642-1901-6 • $15.99p

UNDER THE MIDNIGHT SUN

DEAD DRIFT

A SEASON OF GRACE

A BREATH OF HOPE

THE CURSE OF MISTY WAYFAIR

Tracie Peterson
and Kimberley Woodhouse
978-0-7642-1925-2 • $15.99p

Dani Pettrey
978-0-7642-1297-0 • $15.99p

Lauraine Snelling
978-0-7642-1898-9 • $15.99p
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Lauraine Snelling
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Jaime Jo Wright
978-0-7642-3030-1 • $14.99p

TOP SELLERS

IN TOO DEEP

Lynn H. Blackburn
978-0-8007-2929-5 • $15.99p

CALLED TO PROTECT

Lynette Eason
978-0-8007-2703-1 • $15.99p

RIVER TO REDEMPTION

THE 49TH MYSTIC

RISE OF THE MYSTICS

Ted Dekker
978-0-8007-2978-3 • $24.99c

OATH OF HONOR

Lynette Eason
978-0-8007-2721-5 • $15.99p

THESE HEALING HILLS

THE SOUND OF
DISTANT THUNDER

Ted Dekker
978-0-8007-2979-0 • $24.99c

Jan Drexler
978-0-8007-2931-8 • $15.99p

MINDING THE LIGHT

THE HOPE OF AZURE SPRINGS

Suzanne Woods Fisher
978-0-8007-2163-3 • $15.99p

HIDDEN PERIL

Laura Frantz
978-0-8007-2664-5 • $15.99p

PELICAN POINT

DANGEROUS ILLUSIONS

Ann H. Gabhart
978-0-8007-2363-7 • $15.99p

Irene Hannon
978-0-8007-2769-7 • $15.99p

Irene Hannon
978-0-8007-2880-9 • $15.99p

BURIED SECRETS

A SECRET TO DIE FOR

EVERYTHING SHE DIDN’T SAY

A RUMORED FORTUNE

Lisa Harris
978-0-8007-2915-8 • $14.99p

Jane Kirkpatrick
978-0-8007-2701-7 • $15.99p
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A BOUND HEART

Rachel Fordham
978-0-8007-3473-2 • $15.99p

Ann H. Gabhart
978-0-8007-2364-4 • $15.99p

Irene Hannon
978-0-8007-2126-8 • $15.99p

CODE OF VALOR

Lynette Eason
978-0-8007-2704-8 • $15.99p

Joanna Davidson Politano
978-0-8007-2873-1 • $15.99p
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978-0-8007-2767-3 • $15.99p

WAIT FOR ME

Susan May Warren
978-0-8007-2748-2 • $14.99p
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Revell Fiction Publicist
ksteele@BakerPublishingGroup.com
616-676-9185 x 100

Twitter: @ReadBakerBooks
Facebook: www.facebook.com/readbakerbooks
Instagram: @readbakerbooks

Brianna DeWitt

Twitter: @chosen_books
Facebook: www.facebook.com/chosenbooks
Instagram: @chosen_books

PHONE REP

Baker Books and Revell Nonfiction
bdewitt@BakerBooks.com
616-676-9185 x 395

Mat Smith 928-830-0097

Melissa Anschutz

AK, HI, ID, MT, OR, TX, UT, WA

All US

Todd Niemeyer
Vice President of Sales
tniemeyer@BakerPublishingGroup.com

Baker Books and Revell Nonfiction
manschutz@BakerPublishingGroup.com
616-676-9185 x 160

Shelly MacNaughton
Baker Academic and Brazos Press
smacnaughton@BakerPublishingGroup.com
616-450-5560

DIGITAL SALES
Nathan Henrion

Chosen Books

Brazos Press
Twitter: @BrazosPress
Facebook: www.facebook.com/brazospress
Blog: www.thebrazosblog.com

Baker Academic
Twitter: @BakerAcademic
Facebook: www.facebook.com/bakeracademic

Vice President of Sales
nhenrion@BakerPublishingGroup.com

INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS
Canada
Parasource Marketing
and Distribution

New Zealand
Manna Christian Stores

PO Box 98
55 Woodslee Avenue
Paris, ON N3L 3E5
Canada
Tel 1 800 263 2664
Fax 1 800 461 8575

PO Box 76235
Manukau City 2241
Auckland
New Zealand
Telephone 64 9 2639882
Fax 64 9 2570082
web@manna.co.nz

South Africa
Christian Art Distributors

UK and Ireland
SPCK

20 Smuts Avenue
PO Box 1599
Vereeniging 1930
Republic of South Africa
Toll Free Tel 0800 003 399 0800 003 400/1/2
Toll Free Fax 0800 003 403 0800 111 603
Email: sales@cum.co.za

36 Causton Street
London
SW1P 4ST
United Kingdom
Tel 020 7592 3900
spck@spck.org.uk

BAKER PUBLISHING GROUP has been a
member of the Green Press Initiative since 2005.
We are proud to be industry leaders, printing
40% of our new books on recycled paper.
The first Evangelical publisher to take part in
the Green Press Initiative, Baker Publishing
Group urges other Christian publishers to
take seriously God’s mandate to be good
stewards of the earth and to join this worthy
initiative to spare our forests as we spread the
Christian message through our books. For more
information on the Green Press Initiative, visit
www.greenpressinitiative.org.
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